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Abstract

An introduction to arithmetic source coding is given, showing how this
technique transforms the Outputprobabilitydistribution of the source into
an almost uniform probabilitydistribution. A similar approach is inves¬
tigated for block coding for noisy Channels, leading to the definition of
the (N, K) block codingcapacity of a discrete memoryless Channel. Arith¬
metic coding is modified for data transmission over noisy Channels and
a metric is developed for a sequential decoder to be used in conjunction
with an arithmetic encoder.

Universal arithmetic source codingis investigatedfor a class of sources
whose Output distributions lie within a polytope of probabilitydistribu-
tions. The propertiesof the optimal coding distribution over a polytope
of distributions are derived. Gallager's redundancy-capacitytheorem is
presented. An iterated version of the Arimoto-Blahut algorithm is fomu-
lated to computethe optimal codingdistribution for a polytopewithmany
vertices, or, alternatively, to compute the capacity of a discrete memory¬
less Channel with a large input aiphabet. The optimal codingdistribution
is computed for the polytope of all monotone non-increasingprobability
distributions with a given expectedvalue.

Universalsource codingwith a source transformation is described. Two
source transformers are investigated: the recency-rank calculator (also
called the move-to-front list) and the competitive list transformer. It is
shown that the steady-stateOutput distribution of these transformers is
monotone non-increasingwhen the transformers are applied to the Output
of a discrete memoryless source. A context-treealgorithm is formulated
which uses competitive list transformers followedby a universalarithmetic
source encoder. The Performance of this algorithm is compared to the
Performanceof other universal source coding algorithms.


